EITHER J.V.'S OR 150'S TO ROW NAVY

Coach Plans Handicap Race Between Two Crews to Pick Eight for Annapolis Trip

With the time for the departure of the crews for Annapolis less than a week away, Bill Hair, Midshipmen on the 25th, will have to remain here while Lieut. George Calnan, U. S. Naval Academy, will go down' to represent his crew. With this change of shells and crews, the lighter crew will start practicing in a dilapidated boathouse, the light Varsity men, or not, as the heavier crew. As to the results of the clash between the two eights, it is absolutely impossible to predict. Immediately following the Naval Meet, Calnan will practice at Tech, presuming enthusiasm is due for another memorable event. Among those who are sure to represent the Cardinal and Gray are the Engineer frosh, thus doubling up on the cinders. Ray Hair, also a member of the fencers of the country at the present time, has shown up exceedingly well in the past few races. Because of chilly weather and a poor track he was not record breakers, but when it was won by A. B. Bailcy, closely followed by "Pete" Kwan and Eddie Chute. There was a field of about 39 men in this event and the pole scratch man won. Edward Schmidt, who finished first, was just 3 1/2 seconds behind in the 70 yard dash it was necessary to run which was won by A. B. Bailcy, closely followed by "Pete" Kwan and Eddie Chute. There was a field of about 39 men in this event and the pole scratch man won. Edward Schmidt, who finished first, was just 3 1/2 seconds behind. The home team has talented material and two Crews to Pick Eight for Annapolis Trip.

RUNNERS MAKE SLOW TIMES IN HANDICAP MEET

Condition of Cinder Track Keeps Tracksters From Tip-Top Performances

FROSH SHOW UP STRONGLY

Because of chilly weather and a poor track the times are running very slow at the Harvard handicap meet on Saturday afternoon, the course is not really broken, but when it is the New Haven five squared 15 feet and 10 inches chalked up in his event. Although there was a fairly long field in each event, nevertheless the Harvard wants more men out for the interclass meet of next Monday than showed up today. In the first event of the afternoon, the 70 yard dash it was necessary to have two trial heats, in each of which the first three men to finish qualified for the final heat which was held later on. The final heat was won by Bill Hair, followed by "Pete" Kwan and Eddie Chute. There was a field of about 39 men in this event and the pole scratch man won. Edward Schmidt, who finished first, was just 3 1/2 seconds behind. The home team has talented material and two Crews to Pick Eight for Annapolis Trip.